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ABSTRACT 
Nonlinear FM (NLFM) waveforms offer a radar matched filter output with inherently low 
range sidelobes.  This yields a 1-2 dB advantage in Signal-to-Noise Ratio over the output 
of a Linear FM (LFM) waveform with equivalent sidelobe filtering.   
This report presents details of processing NLFM waveforms in both range and Doppler 
dimensions, with special emphasis on compensating intra-pulse Doppler, often cited as a 
weakness of NLFM waveforms. 
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FOREWORD 
Often, especially for power-starved radar systems, the radar designer strives to extract 
every bit of performance that he is able to coax from his system.  A single dB of 
additional Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) gained elsewhere is equivalent to a 25% increase 
in transmitter power.  Alternatively, a single dB of additional SNR can have dramatic 
effects in reducing false alarm rates in target detection applications.   
Recently, Sandia has participated in system engineering efforts for several orbital SAR 
systems, where performance was indeed limited by achievable SNR.  In spite of this, 
Linear FM (LFM) waveforms were selected, principally based on their familiarity to the 
system designers. Non-Linear FM (NLFM) waveforms were not considered, principally 
due to the lack of familiarity with them. 
This spurred side efforts at Sandia to understand in greater detail the benefits and costs of 
using NLFM waveforms.  An earlier report detailed designing and generating NLFM 
waveforms.  This report details processing SAR images with them. 
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1 Introduction & Background 
It is well known that when a signal is input to a Matched Filter (matched to the input 
signal) then the output of the filter is the autocorrelation function of the signal.  Also well 
known is that the autocorrelation function is the Fourier Transform of the signal’s Energy 
Spectral Density (ESD).  A Matched Filter provides optimum (maximum) Signal to 
Noise Ratio (SNR) at the peak of its autocorrelation function, and is consequently 
optimum for detecting the signal in noise.  
A very common radar waveform is the Linear FM (LFM) chirp signal.  Its utility is that it 
is fairly readily generated by a variety of technologies, and is easily processed by a 
variety of techniques that ultimately implement a Matched Filter, or nearly so.  However, 
since a LFM chirp waveform has nearly a rectangular ESD, its autocorrelation function 
exhibits a sinc() function shape, with its attendant problematic sidelobe structure. 
Reducing the sidelobes of the Matched Filter output (actually increasing the peak to 
sidelobe ratio) is typically accomplished by linear filtering the output, most often by 
applying window functions or data tapering.  This additional filtering perturbs the 
Matched Filter result to reduce sidelobes as desired.  However, since the cumulative 
filtering is no longer precisely matched to the signal, it necessarily reduces output SNR as 
well, typically by 1-2 dB (depending on the filtering or weighting function used).1
It is well-known that Non-Linear FM (NLFM) chirp modulation can advantageously 
shape the ESD such that the autocorrelation function exhibits substantially reduced 
sidelobes from its LFM counterpart.  Consequently, no additional filtering is required and 
maximum SNR performance is preserved, although this is strictly only true in the range 
direction of range-Doppler processing.  However precision NLFM chirps are more 
difficult to design, produce, and process. 
Alternatives to NLFM modulation for the purpose of shaping the PSD, such as amplitude 
tapering the transmitted signal, are not viable since typically efficient power 
amplification of the waveform necessitates operating the hardware in a nonlinear manner, 
e.g. operating the amplifiers in compression.  This substantially reduces the ability to 
maintain precision amplitude tapering.  Waveform phase remains unaffected by operating 
amplifiers in compression. 
What is desired by a radar designer is then a NLFM waveform that is 1) easily designed 
to meet target performance criteria, including bandwidth constraints and sidelobe 
reduction goals, 2) easily generated, and 3) easily processed. 
Prior reports detailed designing and generating precision NLFM waveforms.2,3  The 
advent of modern high-speed processors allow more complex filtering and detection 
algorithms to be employed.  What are needed to facilitate this are the algorithms that are 
easily implemented in these new processors.  However, the unique characteristics of 
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NLFM waveforms also include unique problems in their processing for maximizing 
system performance. 
Several papers suggest that an issue for NLFM waveforms is their tolerance to Doppler 
shifts, i.e., maintaining their desirable sidelobe properties when Doppler shifted by 
relative motion between radar and target.  The literature suggests this to be of particular 
concern to weather radars. 
Keel, et al.,4 describe the problem of waveform Doppler intolerance, and propose a 
“nonlinear step frequency waveform which is derived from sampling a Dolph-Chebyshev 
weighting function.”  They offer no mitigation scheme other than designing a waveform 
that doesn’t suffer too badly.  Johnston5 analyzes the effect of Doppler shift on NLFM 
signals, but offers no mitigation schemes.  Keeler and Hwang6 analyze and compare 
several modulation schemes for their Doppler tolerance.  Their application is weather 
radar with relatively small time-bandwidth products (<100), compared to high-
performance Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR). 
Griffiths and Vinagre,7 in describing a particular NLFM waveform they have designed, 
go out of their way to state “When the full ambiguity function of this type of waveform is 
evaluated it is found that its Doppler tolerance is excellent, giving essentially the same 
peak sidelobe level over the whole of the Doppler bandwidth corresponding to the 
antenna footprint.”  This is clearly a concern for NLFM waveforms. 
Morgan8 proposes a hybrid approach using a NLFM waveform along with employing 
window functions to trade Doppler tolerance for SNR gain.  This was also analyzed by 
Collins and Atkins9 for sonar applications.  However Johnston and Fairhead10 state “the 
choice of window function [i.e. desired ESD taper for NLFM design] appears less 
important than previously supposed, although the truncated Gaussian window does give 
slightly better tolerance than the others to Doppler shift.”   
Rihaczek11 differentiates between Doppler-invariant and Doppler-tolerant waveforms, 
and discusses a class of waveforms where only some aspects of the waveform are 
Doppler-invariant. 
Urkowitz and Bucci12 describe a filtering technique to compensate for Doppler-dependent 
waveform perturbations within the individual pulses.  Pulse compression is accomplished 
with zero-Doppler filters. 
Pulse compression schemes for NLFM waveforms tend to be direct matched filters or 
correlators of the entire full-bandwidth NLFM waveform.  This was presumed by 
Urkowitz and Bucci.12  Butler13 discusses using Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) devices 
for compressing NLFM waveforms.
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2 Overview & Summary 
LFM chirp waveforms have been successfully employed in a number of high-
performance radar systems, but suffer a SNR disadvantage compared to NLFM chirp 
waveforms which can be designed to suppress processing sidelobes without any 
additional filtering.  However, NLFM waveforms are generally more difficult to process 
and have been reported to suffer in their ability to maintain their desired impulse response 
shape in the presence of significant intra-pulse Doppler shifts, that is, their Doppler 
tolerance. 
Both LFM and NLFM waveforms can be treated as generalized FM chirp waveforms, for 
which range-Doppler processing can be devised that compensates for intra-pulse Doppler 
shifts.  Such algorithms can even be adjusted to compensate for migration, equivalent to 
the Polar Format Algorithm for Synthetic Aperture Radar. 
Consequently, NLFM waveforms are shown to be viable for high performance range-
Doppler radar applications, readily offering their advantages over their LFM 
counterparts. 
Section 3 details a number of basic principles of pulse-Doppler radar waveforms.  Section 
4 discusses a number of aspects of basic range-Doppler processing in the context of 
Moving Target Indicator (MTI) radar processing.  Section 5 discusses SAR processing. 
 - 9 - 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“There's a way to do it better - find it.” 
Thomas A. Edison 
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3 Basic Principles 
3.1 The Received Echo from a Single Pulse 
Consider a single pulse from a pulsed radar system with transmit waveform described by 
( ) ( )({ tftjtAtx TTT 02exp)( )}πζ +=  (1) 
where 
t  = time variable, 
)(tAT  = transmitted pulse envelope function,  ( )tTζ  = baseband phase modulation function, and 
 = nominal center frequency of the signal. (2) 0f
Since modern radar systems’ power amplifiers typically operate in compression, applying 
a precision amplitude taper to a pulse is generally difficult, and in some cases not even 
possible.  Consequently we limit our attention to finite rectangular pulses with shape 
( ) ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=
T
tatA TT rect  (3) 
where 
Ta  = amplitude of the pulse, 
T  = pulse width, and 
( )
⎩⎨
⎧ ≤=
else
z
z
0
211
rect . (4) 
We will also assume that the energy spectrum of ( )txT  is centered at  and effectively 
band-limited to a fraction of its center frequency.   
0f
It will be useful later to define the baseband modulation signal 
( ) ( ){ tjtAtx TT }ζexp)(0 =  (5) 
such that it modulates the carrier in the fashion 
( ) ( ) { }tfjtxtxT 00 2exp π= . (6) 
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We shall presume that ( )tTζ  is even.  This is quite common for NLFM signals. 
Consequently the spectrum of ( )tx ( )tx0  will also exhibit even symmetry, and T  will be 
even about its center frequency .  If we assume the transmitted signal is reflected by a 
distortionless isotropic point scatterer, then the echo signal is described by 
0f
( ) ( sT
T
R
R ttxa
atx −= )
t
 (7) 
where 
Ra  = amplitude of the received pulse, and 
 = echo delay time. (8) s
The round-trip echo delay time is related to the range of the scatterer by the velocity of 
propagation by 
ss rc
t 2=  (9) 
where 
c  = speed of propagation, and 
 = range between radar and target. (10) sr
In general, this range is time-varying.  We shall presume that it is adequately modeled as 
linear with time during the pulse.  Consequently 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −+→ ssss rctvrr
2  (11) 
where 
ss rdt
dv = . (12) 
Of course the echo time delay then also becomes time varying, that is 
( ssss ttttt −+→ & )  (13) 
where 
sss vc
t
dt
dt 2==& . (14) 
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Note that a closing velocity is negative due to decreasing range with time.  Incorporating 
the effects of velocity allows 
( ) ( )( ) ( )(( ssT
T
R
sssT
T
R
R tttxa
atttttx
a
atx −−=−−−= && 1 ))
t&
. (15) 
There are two important effects to be observed in the target echo signal.  The first is that 
the pulse is delayed by t  which corresponds to the nominal target range.  This value is 
presumed constant during a single pulse echo. 
s
The second manifestation is the scaling of time within a pulse due to the rate of change in 
echo delay , which in turn is due to the relative velocity between radar and target during 
the single pulse interrogation.  This is also discussed by Rihaczek.  The scaling property 
of the Fourier Transform indicates that a time scaling is equivalent to a frequency scaling.  
Frequency scaling is of course a frequency-dependent frequency shift.  For narrow-band 
signals this is often adequately modeled as a uniform frequency shift, that is, a Doppler 
shift.  In fact, it would be generally more accurate to describe this as a Doppler scaling. 
s
We define the Fourier Transform pair 
( ) ( )fXtx 00 ↔ . (16) 
Consequently, we can identify the transmit waveform Fourier Transform pair 
( ) ( ) ( )00 ffXfXtx TT −=↔ . (17) 
The received signal’s Fourier Transform pair then becomes 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) { ftjft
fX
t
aafXtx s
ss
TR
RR π2exp11 00 −⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−−=↔ && }. (18) 
A good approximation to this is 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) { ftjftfX
a
afXtx ss
T
R
RR π2exp1 00 −−+=↔ & }. (19) 
3.2 Radar Ambiguity Function 
We ask the question “How well does the received signal match a simply delayed 
transmitted signal?” 
The phase of the received signal is given by 
( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( )ssssTR tttftttt −−+−−=Φ && 121 0πζ . (20) 
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The instantaneous frequency of the received signal is then given by 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( sTRR tftdt
dt
dt
dt &−⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ +=Φ= 12 0πζω ) . (21) 
Under narrowband conditions, this can be approximated as 
( ) ( ) sTR tfftdt
dt &00 22 ππζω −⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ +=  (22) 
We identify as the nominal Doppler shift 
sd tff &0−=  (23) 
where positive Doppler is for diminishing range.  This allows us to approximate the 
received signal as 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ){ }sdssTsRR ttfttfttjT
ttatx −+−+−⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −= ππζ 22exprect 0  (24) 
We identify the reference signal as the delayed transmitted signal, namely 
( ) ( ) ( )({ ∆∆∆∆ −+−⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −= ttfttj
T
ttatx TT 02exprect πζ )}
aa =
}
 (25) 
where 
∆t  = reference delay. (26) 
The similarity function is the following inner product 
( ) ( ) ( )∫
∞
∞−
∆∆ = dttxtxftt Rds *,,χ . (27) 
where the asterisk superscript denotes complex conjugate.  Since we are interested in 
similarity of shape, we can presume that envelope amplitudes are similar, that is, we shall 
presume that .  Consequently, TR
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){∫
∞
∞−
∆∆ −−−= dtttfjttxttxftt sdsTTds πχ 2exp,, * . (28) 
which can be written with a substitution of variables as 
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( ) ( ) ( ) { }∫
∞
∞−
+= dttfjtxtxf dTTd πττχ 2exp, *  (29) 
where 
∆−= ttsτ . (30) 
The magnitude squared of this function ( )2, dfτχ  is in fact the common definition of the 
radar ambiguity function.14  It is a measure of the similarity of the transmitted signal with 
both a time shifted and Doppler shifted echo signal.  Note that the inherent assumption of 
the Doppler shift is that the transmitted signal is effectively narrow band. 
A more generalized expression would be 
( ) ( ) ( )( )(∫∞
∞−
∆∆ −−−= dttttxttxttt ssTTss && 1,, *χ )
)
. (31) 
or with a couple changes of variables 
( ) ( ) ( )(∫
∞
∞−
−+= dttxtx TT ττττχ && 1, * . (32) 
Some comments are in order. 
• The ambiguity function is a quasi-popular tool for evaluating waveforms for radar 
applications. 
• As previously stated, the common form of the ambiguity function does make an 
inherent assumption of essentially narrow-band waveforms. 
• In general, as Doppler shift or scaling increases, the ambiguity function’s output 
value diminishes from its peak value.  This is because the ambiguity function 
matches against the case of a reference signal with no Doppler. 
• The ambiguity function with no Doppler shift is essentially an autocorrelation 
function, albeit with a sign change in τ.  This is immaterial for an even 
autocorrelation function. 
• Wideband waveforms would be more accurately evaluated using the more 
generalized expression. 
We also note that as a measure of matched filter output, the general form also ignores the 
fact that if τ&  were known, then the matched filter could be adjusted accordingly.  Doing 
so should restore performance lost due to Doppler intolerance. 
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3.3 Pulse Compression 
We now explore some details of compressing a single pulse with a matched filter. 
Pulse compression is accomplished by making a similarity measure of an input signal 
with the expected pulse response.  We identify the similarity measure for this purpose as 
the cross correlation operation of an input ( )tx ( )tg
)
 with a reference signal  as 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( dutuxugduutxugtxtgty +=−−== ∫∫ ∞
∞−
∞
∞−
**,xcorr  (33) 
and recall that this is related to convolution as 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )txtgtxtgty ∗−== *,xcorr . (34) 
In terms of their Fourier Transforms, cross correlation implies 
( ) ( ) ( )fXfGfY *=  (35) 
where we identify the Fourier pairs 
( ) ( )fXtx ↔ , 
, 
. (36) 
( ) ( )fGtg ↔
( ) ( )fYty ↔
A filter  that provides the same result as correlation with ( )th ( )tg  has the form 
( ) ( )tgth −= *  (37) 
or, in the frequency domain 
( ) ( )fGfH *=  (38) 
where 
( ) ( )fHth ↔ . (39) 
Consequently, the filtering operation is given in the time domain as 
( ) ( ) ( )txthty ∗=  (40) 
and in the frequency domain as 
( ) ( ) ( )fXfHfY = . (41) 
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Since  represents the desired response, then ( )tg ( )th  is the matched filter for the desired 
signal.  Since they provide equivalent results, we will henceforth use the terms matched 
filter interchangeably with correlation. 
Recall the output of a matched filter, when input with the signal to which it is matched, is 
the autocorrelation of the signal.  Recall also that the autocorrelation function is related to 
( )
the energy spectrum of the desired signal via a Fourier Transform.  We now define  
 = radar signal energy spectrum of the desired signal (42) 
where  is real, band-limited, and even.  Consequently, the autocorrelation function 
0ffS −
( )fS
can be written as 
( ) ( ) ( )τπττ 02exp fjWR =  (43) 
where ( )τW  is also real-valued and even.  ( )τW  defines the shape of the matched filter 
output.  Furthermore, for signals of interest to us,  ( )τW  exhibits a single main lobe.  Th
phase within the mainlobe, however, depends on delay offset 
e 
τ  and is proportional to 
signal center frequency 0f . 
Of significance to Doppler processing, subtle changes in range between radar and target 
o 
3.4 Multiple Pulses 
rom the radar system, then the transmitted signal for a 
causes a subtle change in the echo delay time of the pulse, which causes a noticeable 
phase rotation in the output of a filter matched to a particular delay.  This is essential t
range-Doppler processing, including SAR processing. 
If we consider multiple pulses f
member of a set of pulses is described by 
( ) ( ) ( )( )nnnTnTT ttfnttjttAntx { }−+−−= πζ 2,exp)(,  (44) 
where 
 = pulse index number, n 22 NnN <≤− ,  
t  nth pulse, and 
f . (45) 
The received signal is modified to 
n  = reference time for the
 = the center frequency of the nth pulsen
( ) ( )( )( )nttttx
a
antx nsnnsT
T
R
R ,1, ,, −−−= &  (46) 
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where the index has been added as a subscript to variables that may change on a pulse-to-
pulse basis. 
There are two important manifestations of radar motion to be observed.  The first is a 
pulse-to-pulse delay change  due to range change.  This is the manifestation that leads 
to pulse-to-pulse echo phase changes that are taken as the Doppler information for 
conventional SAR processing, providing azimuth resolution enhancement.   
ns,t
The second is the true Doppler scaling within a single pulse, sometimes called “intra-
pulse Doppler” to differentiate it from the “inter-pulse Doppler” conventionally measured 
by SAR.  This intra-pulse Doppler is typically ignored by most SAR systems, although it 
can become significant and needs to be accounted for in high-performance SAR systems.  
It is often cited as more problematic for waveforms other than LFM than for LFM 
waveforms, and for applications other than SAR, such as weather radar. 
Ignoring the intra-pulse Doppler is the basis for assuming the “stop and go” model for 
range-Doppler processing, which acknowledges that the radar position with respect to the 
target changes from pulse to pulse, but during any single pulse all relative motion stops 
and range is presumed constant. While this clearly isn’t true, it is often a ‘good enough’ 
presumption for radar system design, operation, and processing - just not always. 
3.5 Geometry Details 
Consider the geometry as defined in Figure 1. 
radar flight path
rc,n
rs,n
s
target 
scatterer
location
(sx,sy,0)
x
z
y
image focal plane sz = 0
ψc,n
αn
 
Figure 1.  Geometry definitions. 
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The geometry will not be static, due to motion of the radar and/or target.  We shall 
consider the dynamic geometry in two parts.  First we shall consider variations from 
pulse to pulse, assuming the stop-and-go model.  Second we will consider the velocity 
during the time of the pulse itself. 
For a single pulse with index n, the radar is located in this frame at vector location , 
and the target scattering point is located at vector location  with coordinates 
nc ,r
ns( )0,, ss ,, nynx .  In general we will allow the target location to change from pulse to pulse 
with a constant velocity.  Consequently,  
( )refnsntn ttt −++= ,0 vss  (47) 
where 
reft  = a reference time for the entire synthetic aperture, and (48) 
 = relative velocity vector of target point with respect to target scene center, tv
and we identify the components of  as tv ( )szsysx vvv ,, .  Then we identify the vector from 
target to radar as 
( )( )refnsntncns ttt −++−= ,0,, vsrr  (49) 
We note that the range to the target point is 
nsnsr ,, r= . (50) 
Similarly, we define the reference range to the scene center as 
ncncr ,, r= . (51) 
Variations in  as a function of index n defines the synthetic aperture.  We do not 
require the radar motion to exhibit constant velocity, and therefore keep its notation 
general.  We shall use the common expansion for a target moving with constant velocity 
and allow the approximation 
nc ,r
( )( )
(( ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−++−
−+++≈
refnsnsxxnnc
refnsnsyynnc
ncns tttvs
tttvs
rr
,,
,,
,, sincos
coscos
αψ
αψ
)) . (52) 
During the pulse, the relevant motion for Doppler is the line-of-sight velocity from target 
point to radar.  We calculate this as 
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ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns dt
dv ,
,
,
,
,
,
, vr
r
r
r
r •=•=  (53) 
where 
ns ,v  = relative velocity vector of radar with respect to target for pulse n. (54) 
We will use the convention that a positive scalar velocity indicates an increasing distance 
between target and radar.  For the general case of a moving target point and a moving 
radar 
tncns vvv −= ,,  (55) 
where 
nc,v  = relative velocity vector of radar with respect to target scene center, (56) 
and we identify the components of  as nc,v ( )nczncyncx vvv ,,, ,, .  The line-of-sight velocity of 
the radar with respect to the target scene center is  
ncynncncxnncnc
nc
nc
nc vvv ,,,,,
,
,
, coscossincos αψαψ −=•= vr
r
. (57) 
The component of the target point velocity aligned with the direction to the target scene 
center is  
synncsxnnct
nc
nc
nt vvv αψαψ coscossincos ,,
,
,
, −=•= vr
r
. (58) 
Note that although the target velocity vector is constant, its projection in the direction of 
the radar will in fact change with changing position of the radar.  Consequently we can 
approximate the velocity in the direction of the target point scatterer as approximately 
nc
ynsyxnsx
nc
yncyxncx
ntncns r
svsv
r
svsv
vvv
,
,,
,
,,
,,,
+++−−≈ . (59) 
Slant Range Coordinates 
There will be occasions when it is more useful to use slant-range coordinates for position 
rs  and velocity , where srv
( )refnsnsrrncns tttvsrr −++≈− ,,, . (60) 
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3.6 Intra-Pulse Doppler – When is it Significant? 
Since intra-pulse Doppler is seemingly an issue with at least some waveforms, a prudent 
question might be “Under what circumstances is intra-pulse Doppler significant?” 
Recall that we presume the energy spectrum for a pulse with index n to be band-limited 
and even about its center frequency .  We shall presume the signal has bandwidth . nf nB
A relative velocity with respect to the target point will scale frequencies such that the 
echo exhibits a new center frequency ( ) nns,  and bandwidth ( ) nns,ft1 &− Bt1 &− .  Over some 
measurement time, say the transmitted pulse width T, then the echo will exhibit phase 
changes that depart from the transmitted phase linearly with time.  Since coherent pulse 
compression relies on precise phase relationships being held, the departure from the 
expected phase with time will cause a degradation in the matched filter output.  Using the 
center frequency  as a reasonably representative frequency value, we then desire to cap 
the phase error via the relationship 
nf
φπ <Ttf nsn ,2 &  (61) 
where 
φ  = allowable phase error. (62) 
Recalling that  is the Doppler term, this relationship is identical to that given by 
Urkowitz and Bucci, among others.  A typical number for 
nsntf ,&
φ  for low-frequency non-
sinusoidal errors (e.g. quadratic, etc.) might be on the order of 5π , although this number 
is somewhat squishy.  To simplify notation, we will henceforth presume  to be 
positive, and recall its expansion 
nst ,&
cvt nsns ,, 2=& .  Some interesting variants of the 
inequality can then be developed.  For example, some rearranging allows 
nns Tv λπ
φ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛<
22
1
, . (63) 
where 
nn fc=λ  = the nominal wavelength of the radar. (64) 
This suggests that the range-change during the pulse  ( )Tv ns,  needs to be substantially 
less than the nominal wavelength of the radar. Given the typical limit 5πφ = , this 
suggests that  
20, nns Tv λ< . (65) 
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For example, a 2 cm wavelength would allow a 1 mm range change during the pulse.  For 
a 10 µs pulse, this allows up to 100 m/s for a closing velocity.  Higher velocities would 
require shorter pulses to be used, unless other mitigation schemes were employed. 
For large time-bandwidth signals typical of high-performance radars, where , 
the inequality can be rearranged to 
1>>TBn
nnns Bft ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛<< π
φ
2,
& . (66) 
This yields the necessary, but not sufficient, condition that the Doppler shift/scaling 
needs to be much less than the bandwidth of the signal. 
Putting some perspective on , we calculate that for nst ,& 150, =nsv  m/s then .  
For a 2 cm wavelength, this amounts to a 15 kHz shift. 
6
, 10
−=nst&
For further perspective, a ground vehicle moving at 50 mph is traveling at 22.4 m/s.  An 
aircraft flying at 200 kts is traveling at 102.9 m/s.  A hurricane by definition has wind 
speeds greater than 33 m/s.  A category 5 hurricane has speeds greater than 69 m/s. 
This suggests that radars designed to detect and measure moving targets, whether 
vehicles, aircraft, or weather, using pulses with lengths in the tens of microseconds will 
likely have to acknowledge and deal with intra-pulse Doppler to achieve maximum 
performance. 
Note that for this constraint we have used no specific assumptions of any particular 
waveform other than it having finite bandwidth significantly less than its center 
frequency. 
Synthetic Aperture Radar 
With SAR the target is presumed stationary, however relative motion still exists due to 
the motion of the radar. The radar’s antenna will illuminate a patch of the ground, which 
will exhibit a range of relative velocities with respect to the radar.  Hence the range of 
Doppler frequencies will exhibit some spread or bandwidth related to the radar antenna’s 
beamwidth, more specifically its beam footprint. 
Since SAR requires some transverse motion with respect to the target scene, the relative 
motion between radar and target points will exhibit less velocity than the aircraft’s 
forward motion would otherwise suggest. 
Two aspects of the relative velocity become important for intra-pulse Doppler; 
1) the relative velocity of a target point in the center of the target scene, and 
2) the spread of velocities within the scene, which is limited by the antenna beam. 
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Recall that the relative velocity of an aircraft with respect to a stationary target point at 
the scene center is given by 
nc
nc
nc
ncv ,
,
,
, vr
r •= . (67) 
For level, straight-line flight, and measured at the nominal center of the synthetic 
aperture, this can be written as 
aircraftscc vv Θ= coscos 0,0, ψ  (68) 
where 
sΘ  = the nominal squint angle, and 
 = the forward speed of the aircraft. (69) aircraftv
90=Θ
The nominal squint angle is measured in the target ground plane as the difference 
between the radar travel direction, and the bearing to the target scene center.  The case 
 degrees corresponds to a broadside direction. s
For perspective, a radar flying at 300 kts and imaging with a nominal 2 cm wavelength at 
a 45 degree squint, and at a 30 degree grazing angle, will exhibit a relative velocity with 
respect to the target scene center of 94.5 m/s.  From above we calculate that intra-pulse 
Doppler will need to be mitigated if a pulse longer than 10.6 µs is used, and this is just to 
properly focus the scene center. 
The range of velocities within the field of view of the radar is constrained by the antenna 
beam footprint to approximately 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −≤≤⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ + aircraftazsaircraftaz vvv 2cos2cos 0,
θϕθϕ  (70) 
where 
( ) sc Θ= coscoscos 0,ψϕ , and 
azθ  = the azimuth beamwidth of the antenna. (71) 
Note that ϕ  is the squint angle in the slant plane.  While some dependence exists on the 
elevation beamwidth, for the typical narrow-beam antennas used for SAR the principal 
dependence is on the azimuth beamwidth. 
For a narrow-beam antenna with a not-too-severe squint, the velocity difference between 
beam edge and beam center is approximately 
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sc
az
aircraft
az
aircrafts vvv Θ−=≈∆ 20,20, coscos12sinsin2sin ψ
θϕθ . (72) 
The implication is that even if intra-pulse Doppler could be mitigated for the scene 
center, if no additional corrections are made then targets at the beam edge would still 
exhibit residual intra-pulse Doppler due to their relative velocity with respect to the scene 
center.   
For perspective, we return to the previous example of a radar with nominal 2 cm 
wavelength flying at 300 kts and imaging at a 45 degree squint, and at a 30 degree 
grazing angle, but now compensated for a relative velocity with respect to the target 
scene center of 94.5 m/s.  If we further assume a 5 degree azimuth beamwidth for the 
antenna, then the relative velocity at the beam edge would be 5.32 m/s.  This now allows 
a pulse width of up to 188 µs before additional intra-pulse Doppler mitigation is required. 
As another example, consider a radar with nominal 13 cm wavelength placed in Low-
Lunar-Orbit (LLO), where the forward velocity is 1630 m/s, and imaging broadside at a 
45 degree grazing angle with an azimuth beamwidth of 4.6 degrees.  The relative velocity 
at the beam edge would be 65.4 m/s.  This now allows a pulse width of 99.4 µs before 
additional intra-pulse Doppler mitigation is required. 
As a final example, consider a radar with nominal 2 cm wavelength placed in Low-Earth-
Orbit (LEO), where the forward velocity is 7300 m/s, and imaging broadside at a 45 
degree grazing angle with an azimuth beamwidth of 0.5 degrees.  The relative velocity at 
the beam edge would be 31.9 m/s.  This now allows a pulse width of 31.4 µs before 
additional intra-pulse Doppler mitigation is required. 
Recalling that our threshold was somewhat squishy to begin with, these examples suggest 
that for SAR, once intra-pulse Doppler is compensated to the scene center, variations in 
intra-pulse Doppler across the scene are likely to not be problematic for many systems.  
Indeed, Curlander and McDonough15 conclude for a side-looking SAR using an LFM 
chirp “any defocusing due to distortion of the received pulse [from intra-pulse Doppler 
scaling] is negligible.” 
The prudent designer would nevertheless double-check this to be sure. 
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4 Simple Range and Doppler Measurements 
To illustrate some basic principles of range-Doppler radars, we begin with some very 
basic examples.  We shall continue to presume that the energy spectrum is real, band-
limited, and even about its center at .  In fact, for this section we shall presume a 
constant transmit waveform from pulse to pulse with center frequency , that is 
nf
0f
0ffn = . (73) 
We shall furthermore assume that the radar is stationary, and the target point is moving 
with a constant non-zero line-of-sight velocity.  This is the case for a simple Moving 
Target Indicator (MTI) radar.   
The received signal from a single distortionless isotropic point scatterer is still adequately 
modeled by 
( ) ( )(( ssT
T
R
R tttxa
atx −−= &1 )). (74) 
We shall furthermore assume the slant-range expansion 
( )( )refnsnsrrncns tttvsrr −+++≈ ,,, . (75) 
This can be manipulated to 
( ) ( )( )refncnsrncnssrrncns tttvttvsrr −++−++≈ ,,,,, . (76) 
We choose a reference time, and pulse times at 
nTttt prefncn =−+ ,  (77) 
where 
pT  = the constant pulse period. (78) 
We note that  is the inverse of the Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF).  Nevertheless, 
this allows 
pT
( )( )nTvttvsrr psrncnssrrncns +−++≈ ,,,, . (79) 
Typically, ( )ncnssr ttv ,, −  is much smaller than the range resolution of the radar.  
Consequently it can typically be ignored, allowing the approximation 
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( )nTvsrr psrrncns ++≈ ,, . (80) 
We furthermore identify the intra-pulse Doppler as dependent on the relevant velocity 
components as 
srns vv ≈, . (81) 
 
4.1 Time-Domain Processing – Negligible Intra-Pulse 
Doppler 
In this section we employ direct time-domain correlation to the received echo signal to 
ascertain range. 
Assuming that intra-pulse Doppler is negligible, the received signal can be simplified to 
( ) ( ntttx
a
antx nsnT
T
R
R ,, ,−−= ). (82) 
We shall first correlate this against a delayed reference signal of the form 
( ) (( ntttx
a
ntx ncnT
T
m ,
1, ,−−= ) )
)
. (83) 
The output is given by 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) (∫
∞
∞−
+== duntuxnuxntxntxnty RmRm ,,,,,xcorr, *  (84) 
and results in 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ){ }ncnsncnstR tttfjtttWanty ,,0,, 2exp, −−−−= π  (85) 
where  
( )tWt  = the range impulse response envelope of the correlation output.   (86) 
( )tWt  is real valued, and has a peak at ( )0tW .  This occurs when 
( )ncns ttt ,, −=  (87) 
which occurs when 
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( ) ( nTvs
c
rr
c
t psrrncns +=−= 22 ,, ). (88) 
In this formulation we digitize the signal at sample times 
k
c
t r ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛= δ2  (89) 
where 
rδ  = the range sample spacing, and 
 = the compressed range index, k 22 KkK <≤− . (90) 
The peak response occurs for 
( )nTvsk psrrr +=δ . (91) 
The range compressed signal is now modeled as 
( ) ( )( ) (( )⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ +−⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ +−= nTvskcfjnTvskcWanky psrrypsrrytR δπδ 22exp2, 0 ) . (92) 
Clearly, the peak index k is proportional to rs , which is desirable, but also depends on 
, which is not desirable.  This dependence on v  is range migration that will 
compromise focusing especially at finer resolutions.  At coarser resolutions its effects are 
not too severe, and therefore often tolerable without any additional mitigation.  If not too 
severe, this migration dependence on v  can be ignored.  This allows the range 
compressed signal to be modeled as 
srv sr
sr
( ) ( ) (( ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ +−⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ −= nTvskcfjskcWanky psrrrrrtR δπδ 22exp2, 0 )) . (93) 
and then rewritten as 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ −⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ −⎟⎟⎠⎞⎜⎜⎝⎛ −⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛= rrpsrrrtR skcfjnTvcfjskcWanky δππδ 00 4exp4exp2, ) .  
 (94) 
The second exponential (second phase term) is inconsequential to further processing and 
can be ignored, which we will do.  This allows the simpler model 
( ) ( ) ( ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ −⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ −= nTvcfjskcWanky psrrrtR 04exp2, πδ ) . (95) 
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Note that index n occurs only in the phase term of this expression, and that this term is 
linear in index n.  To extract the estimate for  we employ an Inverse Discrete Fourier 
Transform (IDFT) across index n.  This yields the complex range-Doppler map target 
response 
srv
( ) ( ) ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +−⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −= u
U
Tv
c
fWsk
c
Waukz psrdrrtR
ππδ 242, 0  (96) 
where 
( )xWd  = the velocity impulse response envelope of the transform output, 
 = the compressed azimuth index, u 22 UuU <≤− . (97) 
In general, the azimuth transform output has a phase component that goes along with 
, but this will be inconsequential to the complex range-Doppler map.  Hence, we 
have ignored it.  We have also kept notation of the velocity Impulse Response (IPR) 
general to allow for the use of window functions for velocity sidelobe control.  In the 
absence of any additional range sidelobe filtering, the range sidelobes will correspond to 
the autocorrelation function of the transmitted waveform.  The complex range-Doppler 
map target response can then be rearranged to a form 
( )xWd
( ) ( ) ( ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −= srvrpdrrtR vuTc
fWsk
c
Waukz δπδ 042, )  (98) 
where 
vrδ  = the velocity sampling spacing. (99) 
With this model, a target reflector with location specified by rs  and velocity component 
 will cause a unique peak response at a corresponding range-Doppler map location srv
krδ  and uvrδ . 
The processing steps are illustrated in Figure 2.  While processing in this manner is well 
understood, we have presented it here as a baseline to understand subsequent 
enhancements. 
Xcorr
rangexR(t,n)
xm(t,n)
z (k,u)IDFTDopplerADC
 
Figure 2.  Simple range correlator followed by Doppler processing. 
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4.2 Frequency-Domain Processing – Negligible Intra-
Pulse Doppler 
In this section we employ frequency-domain filtering to implement the correlation of the 
received echo signal to ascertain range. 
Assuming that intra-pulse Doppler is negligible, recall that the received signal can be 
simplified to 
( ) ( ntttx
a
antx nsnT
T
R
R ,, ,−−= ) (100) 
with spectrum 
( ) ( ) { }ftjnffX
a
anfX ns
T
R
R ,00 2exp,, π−−= . (101) 
We select as the delayed reference signal 
( ) (( ntttx
a
ntx ncnT
T
m ,
1, ,−−= ) ) (102) 
with spectrum 
( ) ( ) { }ftjnffX
a
nfX nc
T
m ,00 2exp,
1, π−−= . (103) 
The Fourier Transform of an analog correlator output can then be expressed as 
( ) ( ) ( nfXnfXnfY Rm ,,, *= ). (104) 
Recalling that the transmit waveform is constant, this can be expanded to 
( )
( ) { }
( ) { }⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
−−×
−
=
ftjffX
a
a
ftjffX
a
nfY
ns
T
R
nc
T
,00
,0
*
0
2exp0,
2exp0,1
,
π
π
 (105) 
and then simplified to 
( ) ( ) ({ fttj
a
ffXanfY ncns
T
R ,,
2
00 2exp0,, −−−= π ) } (106) 
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If the original signals had been sampled, and their Fourier Transforms calculated with a 
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), then we would have samples at discrete frequencies 
given by 
idfff 00 +=  (107) 
where 
0f  = the center frequency of each pulse,  
 = the frequency sample increment for each pulse, and 
 = the frequency index, 
0df
i 22 IiI <≤− . (108) 
The digital correlator output signal spectrum would be 
( ) ( ) ( )({ idffttj
a
idfXaniY ncns
T
R 00,,
2
00 2exp0,, +−−= π )}. (109) 
Observe that the magnitude-squared of the transmit-signal spectrum now constitutes a 
positive real-valued weighting function, behaving like a window or aperture weighting 
function, thereby influencing the shape of the ultimate range impulse response of the 
radar.  Furthermore, the shape of this is exactly the ESD.  We simplify this expression 
somewhat by identifying the equivalent weighting function explicitly as 
( ) ( ) 200 0,
T
r a
idfXiw = . (110) 
Incorporating geometric definitions into this, and rearranging a bit yields 
( ) ( ) (
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ +⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +−= nTvsi
f
df
c
fjiwaniY psrrrR
0
00 14exp, π )  (111) 
which can be rearranged to 
( )
( )
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎣
⎡
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧−×
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +−×
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧−
=
r
psr
rr
R
s
c
fj
ni
f
dfTv
c
fj
is
c
dfjiw
aniY
0
0
00
0
4exp
14exp
4exp
,
π
π
π
. (112) 
This is now of a form that can be processed in a more conventional manner.  We first 
make several observations. 
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• The second line in the square brackets has phase linear in index n, suggesting an 
IDFT to ascertain . srv
• The second line in the square brackets has phase also with a dependence on index 
i, which suggests undesirable migration if left unmitigated. 
• The first term in the square brackets is linear in index i, suggesting an IDFT to 
ascertain rs . 
• In addition, the range dimension has a weighting function ( )iwr  effectively 
applied by virtue of the transmit waveform characteristics. 
• Any shaping to mitigate sidelobes as a result of an IDFT across index n will 
require additional overt weighting applied. 
• The third line in the square brackets is inconsequential to ascertaining range and 
velocity of the target point, and hence can be ignored. 
The migration term can be mitigated by resampling the data such that 
nni
f
df ′=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ′+
0
01 . (113) 
This is essentially the approach taken by DiPietro, Perry, and Fante16, ,  17 18 to correct 
migration for moving targets.  Whether resampled or ignored, the data model becomes
( ) ( ) ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ′−⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧−=′ nTv
c
fjis
c
dfjiwaniY psrrrR 00
4exp4exp, ππ . (114) 
A 2D IDFT applied over indices i  and n′  will yield the range-Doppler map target 
response described by 
( ) ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +−⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +−= u
U
Tv
c
fWk
K
s
c
dfWaukz psrdrrR
ππππ 2424, 00  (115) 
which can be rewritten in the form 
( ) ( ) ( ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −= srvrpdrrrR vuTc
fWsk
c
dfWaukz δπδπ 00 44, ) . (116) 
Comparing this to the results of the previous section, we identify 
( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛=
02 df
xWxW tr π  (117) 
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that is, they have the same shape but differ in the scaling of their input variable.  This is 
due to  having been developed in terms of a time delay, and ( )xWt ( )xWr  having been 
developed in terms of phase.  Nevertheless, they represent the same range IPR. 
The processing steps are illustrated in Figure 3. 
xR(t,n)
xm(t,n)
z (k,u)IDFTDoppler
ADC
ADC DFTrange
DFT
range
Migration
resamplingx
IDFT
range
conjugate
 
Figure 3.  Frequency-domain processing with migration correction. 
 
4.3 Compensating Intra-Pulse Doppler 
In this section we continue to employ frequency-domain filtering to implement the 
correlation of the received echo signal to ascertain range, but now include the effects of 
intra-pulse Doppler.  The model for the received signal that we begin with is 
( ) ( )( )( nttttx
a
antx nsnnsT
T
R
R ,1, ,, −−−= & ). (118) 
Since the transmitted signal is constant from pulse to pulse, we may presume .  
The received signal spectrum is then 
0,, sns tt && =
( ) ( ) ( ) { ftjnftfXtaanfX nsss TRR ,00,00, 2exp,11, π−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−−= && }. (119) 
We select as the delayed reference signal (without intra-pulse Doppler) 
( ) (( 0,1, ,ncnT
T
m tttxa
ntx −−= ) )  (120) 
with spectrum 
( ) ( ) { }ftjffX
a
nfX nc
T
m ,00 2exp0,
1, π−−= . (121) 
The Fourier Transform of an analog correlator output can then be expressed as 
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( ) ( ) ( nfXnfXnfY Rm ,,, *= ) (122) 
which can be expanded to 
( )
( ) { }
( ) ( ) { }⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−−×
−
=
ftjf
t
fX
t
aa
ftjffX
a
nfY
ns
ss
TR
nc
T
,0
0,
0
0,
,0
*
0
2exp0,
11
2exp0,1
,
π
π
&&
 (123) 
and then simplified to 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ({ }fttjta
f
t
fX
a
ffXanfY ncns
sT
s
T
R ,,
0,
0
0,
0
0
*
0 2exp
1
0,
10,, −−
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
−
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−−= π&
& ) . (124) 
We expect  to generally be relatively small, such that we can approximate 0,st&
( ) ( ) ( ) ({ }fttj
a
ftffX
a
ffXanfY ncns
T
s
T
R ,,
0,000
*
0 2exp
0,0,, −−⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡ +−−= π& ) . (125) 
This can be rewritten as 
( ) ( ) ( ){ } ( 0,0,,200 ,2exp0,, sIPDncns
T
R tffHfttja
ffXanfY &−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−−−= π ) (126) 
where 
( ) ( )( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−
+−=−
0,
0,
,
00
0,00
0,0 ffX
ftffX
tffH ssIPD
&& . (127) 
We clearly see that the effect of intra-pulse Doppler is to perturb the data in a manner 
equivalent to applying a filter to the data.  To be sure, the filter is Doppler variant, that is, 
it depends on the location of the target in the range-Doppler map.  This accounts for our 
overt inclusion of  as a parameter of . 0,st& HIPD
Some additional comments are in order. 
• We can usually reasonably expect the Doppler shift at any frequency within the 
band to be small compared to the overall signal bandwidth.  Consequently, the 
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( )0,ftffX &+− ( )0,ffX0,00 s  and envelopes of 00 −  are expected to be very 
similar.  This implies that ( )0,0 sIPD ,tffH &−  is principally providing a phase 
function. 
• The entity ( )0,0 , sIPD tffH &−  is in this model constant with index n. 
• However, ( )0,0 , sIPD tffH &−  does depend on .  Consequently, compensating 
for this perturbation requires first estimating v . 
srv
sr
Applying the sampling, resampling, and a number of the approximations in the previous 
section to this model yields 
( )
( )
( ) ( 0,0
0
00 ,14exp
, sIPD
psrr
rR
tidfH
nTvsi
f
df
c
fj
iwa
niY &
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ +⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +−×= π ) (128) 
Ignoring constant phase terms, and mitigating migration, or simply ignoring the cross-
coupling of indices i and n yields 
( )
( ) ( 0,0
0
0
,
4
exp
4
exp
, sIPD
psr
rrR
tidfH
nTv
c
f
j
is
c
df
jiwa
niY &
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ′−×
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧−
=′ π
π
)  (129) 
An IDFT applied over index  will yield the Doppler-compressed data described by n′
( )
( )
( ) ( 0,000 ,44exp, sIPDsrvrpdr
rR
tidfHvuT
c
fW
is
c
dfj
iwa
uiY &⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧−×=′ δ
ππ )
)
. (130) 
Since  has now resolved the velocity , we can now estimate  as well.  This 
allows us to define 
( uiY ,′ srv 0,st&( )0,0 sIPD ,tidfH &
)
 sufficiently to compensate for it.  Consequently we 
calculate 
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or 
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An IDFT across index i yields 
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This result has mitigated the effects of intra-pulse Doppler in resolving the range-Doppler 
map target response. 
The processing steps are illustrated in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4.  Frequency-domain processing with intra-pulse Doppler correction. 
 
4.4 Compensating Intra-Pulse Doppler – Method 2 
The model for the received signal that we again begin with is 
( ) ( )( )( nttttx
a
antx nsnnsT
T
R
R ,1, ,, −−−= & ). (134) 
Recalling that the transmitted signal is constant from pulse to pulse, this can be expanded 
to 
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which can be further expanded to 
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The fourth line in the parentheses is the carrier, and is easily compensated by mixing the 
signal to baseband.  The third line is the Doppler offset of the nominal center frequency.  
The second line includes the phase variation that changes from pulse to pulse and is the 
conventional source for Doppler resolution.  The first line is of course the modulation of 
the carrier that provides range resolution.  Of all these, the principal effect of intra-pulse 
Doppler is on the shift of the center frequency in the third line, especially for relatively 
narrow-band modulation. 
Consequently, we ignore the Doppler scaling in the first two lines, mix this signal to 
baseband, digitally sample it, and expand with geometric parameters to yield 
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An IDFT across the Doppler index n can resolve the velocity component  and yield srv
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This can in turn be used to estimate  which can be used to compensate the signal to 
yield 
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We have tacitly ignored migration due to the original dependence of ( )( )( )( )nnTvsciTx +− psrrs ,20,0  on index n.  This is justified for relatively coarse 
resolutions in range and Doppler, and is adequate for compensating Doppler shift of the 
center frequency.   
If migration is not problematic, then processing can be completed by simply correlating 
this response in the range dimension against ( )( )0,0,0 iTx s .  That is,  
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0,
xcorr, 0,0 . (141) 
This is illustrated in Figure 5.  This approach which ignores the migration correction is 
essentially the technique described by Urkowitz and Bucci.  
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Figure 5.  Technique described by Urkowitz and Bucci. 
 
Mitigating migration can be achieved by somewhat more complex processing, by first 
undoing the Doppler IDFT, yielding 
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4exp0,2, π ) . (142) 
We require entering the frequency domain of the modulation signal  by performing 
a DFT over index i, which yields 
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which can be rearranged to 
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At this point we can multiply the data by the reference signal ( ) TaidfX /0,0*0 ′  to yield 
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which we can simplify to 
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Now that we are in the frequency domain, we can resample the data such that 
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which yields the migration corrected signal 
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Ignoring the constant phase term furthermore yields 
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As described in previous sections, a 2D IDFT applied over indices i′  and n  will yield 
the range-Doppler map target response described by 
′
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The processing steps are illustrated in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6.  Technique described by Urkowitz and Bucci with added Migration compensation. 
 
4.5 Compensating Intra-Pulse Doppler – Method 3 
The model for the received signal that we again begin with is 
( ) ( )( )( nttttx
a
antx nsnnsT
T
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R ,1, ,, −−−= & ). (151) 
Recalling that the transmitted signal is constant from pulse to pulse, this can be expanded 
to 
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which can be again further expanded to 
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Once again, we mix this signal to baseband, digitally sample it, and expand to geometric 
parameters.  However, we now keep Doppler scaling and yield 
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Recall from earlier discussions that line two of this expression is essentially constant and 
can be ignored without detriment.  In addition,  tends to be fairly small, allowing us to 
ignore it in the fourth line.  Consequently the data model can be written as 
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An IDFT across the Doppler index n can adequately resolve the velocity component  
and yield 
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As before, this can in turn be used to estimate  which can be used to compensate the 
signal’s carrier shift to yield 
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Note that the modulation is still scaled as a function of .  As before, we have ignored 
migration in this model.  If we continue to ignore migration, then we can compensate for 
the modulation dependence on  by adjusting the correlation based on the velocity 
estimate for v  for every Doppler index u.  That is 
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This is illustrated in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7.  Range-Doppler processing with intra-pulse Doppler compensation but ignoring migration. 
 
As before, mitigating migration can be achieved by somewhat more complex processing, 
by first undoing the Doppler IDFT, yielding 
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We require entering the frequency domain of the modulation signal  by performing 
a DFT over index i, which yields 
( )tx0
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which can be rearranged to 
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At this point we can multiply the data by the reference signal ( ) TaidfX /0,0*0 ′  to yield 
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Resampling such that 
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An IDFT across sample index n  yields ′
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With  resolved,  is adequately estimated to allow compensation for srv 0,st& ( )0,00 , stidfH &′ .  
This yields 
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A remaining IDFT across range index i′  completes the range-Doppler map target 
response and yields 
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These processing steps are illustrated in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Range-Doppler processing with intra-pulse Doppler compensation and migration 
correction. 
 
4.6 So What’s the Point? 
With range-Doppler processing of radar data, intra-pulse Doppler can be compensated 
and mitigated to a variety of degrees, even in the presence of range-Doppler migration.  
Consequently, a variety of waveforms (including NLFM waveforms) are usable to radar 
systems measuring target motion, such as coherent weather radar and MTI systems. 
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5 SAR Processing 
We begin the discussion of image formation processing with the model for the received 
signal from a single distortionless isotropic point scatterer as 
( ) ( )( )( nttttx
a
antx nsnnsT
T
R
R ,1, ,, −−−= & ). (172) 
We shall furthermore assume the typical SAR model where the target scene is stationary 
and the radar moves, that is 
( )xnncynncncns ssrr αψαψ sincoscoscos ,,,, −+≈  (173) 
or 
( )xnynncncns ssrr ααψ tancoscos ,,, −+≈  (174) 
We shall continue to presume that the energy spectrum for each pulse is real, band-
limited, even, and centered at . nf
 
5.1 SAR Processing – Negligible Intra-Pulse Doppler 
In this section we employ frequency-domain filtering to implement the correlation of the 
received echo signal to ascertain range. 
Assuming that intra-pulse Doppler is negligible, recall that the received signal can be 
simplified to 
( ) ( ntttx
a
antx nsnT
T
R
R ,, ,−−= ) (175) 
with spectrum 
( ) ( ) { }ftjnffX
a
anfX nsn
T
R
R ,0 2exp,, π−−= . (176) 
We select as the delayed reference signal 
( ) (( ntttx
a
ntx ncnT
T
m ,
1, ,−−= ) ) (177) 
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with spectrum 
( ) ( ) { }ftjnffX
a
nfX ncn
T
m ,0 2exp,
1, π−−= . (178) 
The Fourier Transform of an analog correlator output can then be expressed as 
( ) ( ) ( nfXnfXnfY Rm ,,, *= ). (179) 
This can be expanded to 
( )
( ) { }
( ) { }⎟⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
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⎜
⎝
⎛
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−
=
ftjnffX
a
a
ftjnffX
a
nfY
nsn
T
R
ncn
T
,0
,
*
0
2exp,
2exp,1
,
π
π
 (180) 
and then simplified to 
( ) ( ) ( ) ({ fttj
a
nffX
a
nffXanfY ncns
T
n
T
n
R ,,
0
*
0 2exp,,, −−⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡ −−= π ) }. (181) 
This can be rewritten as 
( ) ( ) ({ fttj
a
nffXanfY ncns
T
n
R ,,
2
0 2exp,, −−−= π ) } (182) 
If the original signals had been sampled, and their Fourier Transforms calculated with a 
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), then we would have samples at discrete frequencies 
given by 
idfff nn +=  (183) 
where 
nf  = the center frequency of pulse n,  
 = the frequency sample increment for pulse n, and 
 = the frequency index, 
ndf
i 22 IiI <≤− . (184) 
Note that the sampling parameters of each pulse are in fact pulse-specific.  This can be 
achieved either by using an agile sampling circuit, or by using a fixed sampling strategy 
and then digitally resampling the data using signal processing techniques.  In either case, 
we will presume that samples are obtained with correct ultimate positions, whatever we 
require those ultimately positions to be. 
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The digital correlator output signal spectrum would be 
( ) ( ) ( )({ idffttj
a
nidfXaniY nnncns
T
n
R +−−= ,,
2
0 2exp,, π )}. (185) 
Observe that once again the magnitude-squared of the transmit-signal spectrum now 
constitutes a positive real-valued weighting function, behaving like a window or aperture 
weighting function, thereby influencing the shape of the ultimate range impulse response 
of the radar.  We simplify this expression somewhat by identifying the equivalent 
weighting function explicitly as 
( ) ( ) 20 ,,
T
n
r a
nidfXniw = . (186) 
Incorporating geometric definitions into this, and rearranging a bit yields 
( ) ( ) (
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ −⎟⎟⎠
⎞
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⎛ +−= nxynnc
n
nn
rR ssif
df
c
fjniwaniY ααψπ tancoscos14exp,, , )  (187) 
which can be further rearranged to 
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. (188) 
We now choose specific values 
0
,
0,
coscos
cos
ff
nnc
c
n ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛= αψ
ψ
 (189) 
and 
0
,
0,
coscos
cos
dfdf
nnc
c
n ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛= αψ
ψ
 (190) 
for some constant nominal values  and .  This allows the simplification 0f 0df
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cos4
exp
tan1
cos4
exp
cos4
exp,
,
ψπ
αψπ
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. (191) 
Several comments are in order. 
• The third line in the square brackets is inconsequential to ascertaining range and 
azimuth location of the target point, and hence can be ignored. 
• The second line in the square brackets has phase linear in nαtan , suggesting 
processing across nα  to ascertain . xs
• The second line in the square brackets has phase also with a dependence on index 
i, which suggests undesirable migration if left unmitigated. 
• The first term in the square brackets has phase linear in index i, suggesting an 
IDFT to ascertain rs . 
• The weighting function ( )niwr ,  is effectively applied by virtue of the transmit 
waveform characteristics.  Its principal effect is in the range direction, along index 
i.  While a subtle effect also exists in the azimuth direction, along index n, it is of 
little consequence and can generally be ignored.  Consequently we can 
approximate 
( ) ( 0,, iwniw rr ≈ ). (192) 
• Any mitigation of sidelobes as a result of processing across index n will require 
additional overt weighting or filtering applied. 
If we ignore migration effects, then we need to sample at, or resample to, 
ndn αα =tan  (193) 
where 
αd  = nominal azimuth sample spacing factor. (194) 
To mitigate migration, we need to use a combination of sampling and resampling to 
effect 
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ndi
f
df
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0
0 . (195) 
This allows us to write a migration corrected model as 
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cos4
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An IDFT applied over index , and DFT applied over indices ni ′  will yield the range-
Doppler map target response described by 
( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +−= u
U
s
c
df
Wk
K
s
c
df
Waukz x
c
dy
c
rR
πψαππψπ 2cos42cos4, 0,00,0  (197) 
which can be rewritten in the form 
( ) ( ) ( ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −= xxcdyycrR suc
df
Wsk
c
df
Waukz δψαπδψπ 0,00,0 cos4cos4, ) . (198) 
where 
yδ  = the sample spacing for range location , and ys
xδ  = the sample spacing for azimuth location . (199) xs
nd
We note that the combination of choosing the specific nature of  and , coupled with 
choosing sample locations at 
nf ndf
′α  to mitigate migration, constitute placing data samples 
onto a rectangular grid in the Fourier space of the scene.  These are the essential steps for 
the Polar Format Algorithm (PFA) for SAR image formation.  PFA is a popular 
technique for fine resolution SAR image formation first developed by Walker.19  It is 
typically applied to data collected with an LFM waveform and stretch processing.20  We 
have assumed neither LFM waveforms, nor stretch processing in our development.  
Clearly PFA can be employed for waveforms other than LFM chirps. 
The processing steps are illustrated in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9.  Frequency-domain processing with migration correction. 
 
5.2 SAR Processing – Uniform Intra-Pulse Doppler 
In this section we again employ frequency-domain filtering to implement the correlation 
of the received echo signal to ascertain range. 
Assuming that intra-pulse Doppler is no longer negligible, recall that the received signal 
can be simplified to 
( ) ( )( )( nttttx
a
antx nsnnsT
T
R
R ,1, ,, −−−= & ). (200) 
Recall that for a wide variety of SAR applications, the variation of intra-pulse Doppler 
within the scene being imaged is sufficiently limited that intra-pulse Doppler scaling can 
be presumed to be uniform in the image.  Consequently for this development we may 
presume 
ncns tt ,, && ≈ . (201) 
which leads to 
( ) ( )( )( nttttx
a
antx nsnncT
T
R
R ,1, ,, −−−≈ & ). (202) 
with spectrum 
( ) ( ) ( ) { ftjnftfXtaanfX nsnncnc TRR ,,0, 2exp,11, π−⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−−≈ && }. (203) 
We select as the delayed reference signal 
( ) ( )( )( nttttx
a
ntx ncnncT
T
m ,1
1, ,, −−−= & )  (204) 
with spectrum 
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)
. (205) 
The Fourier Transform of an analog correlator output can then be expressed as 
( ) ( ) ( nfXnfXnfY Rm ,,, *= . (206) 
This can be expanded to 
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and then simplified to 
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 (208) 
This can be rewritten as 
( ) ( )( ) ({ fttjta
nf
t
fX
anfY ncns
ncT
n
nc
R ,,
2
,
,
0
2exp
1
,
1
, −−−
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⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−≈ π&
& ) }. (209) 
As in the preceding section, the quantity in the magnitude bars is still a weighting 
function, primarily in the f direction, however it is shifted and scaled slightly by the intra-
pulse Doppler.  For small line of sight velocities (small intra-pulse Doppler), this can 
probably be henceforth ignored to negligible consequence.  This would allow the 
approximation 
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 (210) 
and allow subsequent processing to continue as detailed in the preceding section. 
However, if we choose to not make this assumption, then the processing can proceed with 
slight modification.  The amplitude scaling by ( )nc,t1 &−  is for practical purposes 
inconsequential.  Therefore, the data model can then be simplified to 
( ) ( ) ({ fttj
a
nf
t
fX
anfY ncns
T
n
nc
R ,,
2
,
0
2exp
,
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By combinations of sampling and resampling, we choose data samples at frequency 
locations 
( )( )idfftf nnnc +−= ,1 &  (212) 
Note that as in the preceding section the sampling parameters of each pulse are in fact 
pulse-specific.  The digital correlator output signal spectrum would then be 
( ) ( ) ( )( )({ }idfftttj
a
nidfXaniY nnncncns
T
n
R +−−−≈ ,,,
2
0 12exp,, &π ) . (213) 
Observe that once again the magnitude-squared of the transmit-signal spectrum now 
constitutes a positive real-valued weighting function, behaving like a window or aperture 
weighting function, thereby influencing the shape of the ultimate range impulse response 
of the radar.  We again simplify this expression somewhat by identifying the equivalent 
weighting function explicitly as 
( ) ( ) 20 ,,
T
n
r a
nidfXniw = . (214) 
Incorporating geometric definitions into this, and rearranging a bit yields 
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which can be further rearranged to 
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We now choose specific values for each pulse 
( ) 0,, 0, 1coscos
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for some constant nominal values  and .  This allows the simplification 0f 0df
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This is now in the same form as in the preceding section, and can be henceforth 
processed in the same manner to achieve 
( ) ( ) ( ⎟⎟⎠
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Consequently, the effect of a uniform intra-pulse Doppler scaling is to shift the center 
frequency and scale the bandwidth of the received echo.  We have shown that this can be 
accommodated by adjusting the image formation processing with scaled frequency 
factors  and .  This effectively perturbs the matched filter to be matched to the 
Doppler scaled echoes. 
nf dfn
The processing steps are the same as illustrated in Figure 9. 
5.3 SAR Processing – Intra-Pulse Doppler Variations 
In this section we build on the results of the previous section but now incorporate intra-
pulse Doppler that varies excessively across the scene being imaged, that is, even if 
compensated to the scene center, still exhibits intolerable effects at the scene edges. 
Recall that the received signal can be modeled as 
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a
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T
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with spectrum 
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We select as the delayed reference signal 
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a
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T
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with spectrum 
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The Fourier Transform of an analog correlator output can then be expanded to 
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and then simplified to 
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We now define the difference 
ncnsnsc ttt ,,, &&& −= . (227) 
The data model can then be rewritten as 
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where the residual effects of intra-pulse Doppler variations are embodied in a 
perturbation filter 
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As before, the amplitude scaling by ( )nct ,1 &−  and ( )nst ,1 &−  is for practical purposes 
inconsequential.  Therefore, the data model can be simplified to 
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where 
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By combinations of sampling and resampling, we again choose data samples at frequency 
locations 
( )( idfftf nnnc +−= ,1 & )  (232) 
Note that as in the preceding section the sampling parameters of each pulse are in fact 
pulse-specific.  The digital correlator output signal spectrum would then be 
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Observe that once again the magnitude-squared of the transmit-signal spectrum now 
constitutes a positive real-valued weighting function, behaving like a window or aperture 
weighting function, thereby influencing the shape of the ultimate range impulse response 
of the radar.  We again simplify this expression somewhat by identifying the equivalent 
weighting function explicitly as 
( ) ( ) 20 ,,
T
n
r a
nidfXniw = . (234) 
Incorporating geometric definitions into this, and rearranging a bit yields 
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which can be further rearranged to 
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We again choose specific values for each pulse 
0ff nn κ=  (237) 
and 
0dfdf nn κ=  (238) 
where 
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for some constant nominal values  and .  This allows the simplification 0f 0df
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A closer examination of ( )nscnIPD tidfH ,0 , &κ  identifies 
( ) ( )( )( )( )nidfX nidffttidfXtidfH n ncnnscnnscnIPD ,
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From preceding discussion, we recall that  is relatively small, and can often be 
presumed to be negligible.  However in this development we have assumed that t  is 
sufficiently significant that it needs to be compensated.  Nevertheless, effective 
nsct ,&
nsc,&
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mitigation may be expected even if it is only approximately compensated.  To that end, 
we assume that for ( )  nscnIPD ,0 , tidfH &κ
1≈nκ , ( ) 11 ,nc ≈− t&( ) fidff ≈+
tt && ≈
, 
, and 
. (242) 
000
0,, scnsc
such that for our purposes 
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This has removed the dependence of the perturbation filter on index n.  Furthermore, it 
now depends only on sampling index i and intra-pulse Doppler difference t . 0,sc&
Continuing with the processing, ignoring constant phase terms, ignoring minor azimuth 
tapering, and resampling to mitigate migration yields 
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A DFT along azimuth index  yields n′
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At this point we have resolved target location  corresponding to range-Doppler map 
position 
xs
uxδ .  This allows a corresponding estimate for t  for each position 0,sc& uxδ  via 
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As a consequence, we can compensate for the perturbation filter by calculating for each 
azimuth position 
( ) ( ) ( 0,01 ,,, scIPD tidfHuiYuiY &−=′ ) (247) 
which yields 
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A subsequent IDFT across index i then yields the same output as in previous sections, 
namely 
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Essentially, we have employed the process of the previous section, but with an added 
correction step after final azimuth processing, but before final range processing.  This is 
illustrated in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10.  SAR processing for intra-pulse Doppler variations within the scene. 
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5.4 Stretch Processing 
Stretch processing was first proposed by Caputi.  Its essence is in the realization that if a 
LFM signal is “de-chirped” or “de-ramped” then the original signal’s matched filter 
degenerates into a Fourier Transform of the de-chirped result.  This is only strictly true 
for LFM waveforms.  No similar techniques for NLFM waveforms have been reported in 
the literature.  Further study of stretch processing for NLFM waveforms is currently 
underway, but is beyond the scope of this report. 
 
5.5 So What’s the Point? 
With SAR processing, intra-pulse Doppler can be compensated and mitigated to a variety 
of degrees, even in the presence of range-Doppler migration.  Consequently, a variety of 
waveforms (including NLFM waveforms) are usable for SAR processing, including high-
performance algorithms like the Polar Format Algorithm. 
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6 Conclusions 
The following principal conclusions should be drawn from this report. 
With range-Doppler processing of radar data, using either LFM or NLFM waveforms, 
intra-pulse Doppler can be compensated and mitigated to a variety of degrees, even in the 
presence of range-Doppler migration. 
Consequently, a variety of waveforms (including NLFM waveforms) are readily usable to 
radar systems measuring target motion, such as coherent weather radar and MTI systems, 
and for SAR processing, including high-performance algorithms like the Polar Format 
Algorithm. 
NLFM waveforms are simply designed, easily produced, and readily processed for high-
performance radar applications.  Doing so will yield a 1-2 dB advantage in SNR over 
LFM waveforms if processing sidelobes need to be controlled. 
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“The world hates change, yet it is the only thing that has brought progress.” 
Charles Kettering 
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